If you are looking for exciting new challenges – read on!

Our concept is clear: integrated morphology, immunohisto/cytochemistry and molecular pathology.

We are looking for a consultant to join the multinational team at the Clinical Pathology Clinic, Laboratory Centre, Hospital of Southern Jutland, as from 1 January 2013 or by arrangement. If you would like to participate in building up a unit for diagnosis and research with the emphasis on integrated diagnostics including molecular pathology, then this is the perfect opportunity for you to make your mark on the development of the unit.

The molecular pathology team has at its disposal a full range of modern equipment including a laser dissection microscope (LDM) and genetic analyses (GA). PhD students will be linked to the unit.

The primus motor and medical specialist in charge of the unit is a specialist in pathological anatomy and cytology, with specialised skills in molecular pathology.

The establishment of the unit will take the form of further development of a pre-existing unit for molecular pathology centred around the diagnosis of HPV in connection with screening for cervical cancer.

We are seeking specialists to join modern multidisciplinary diagnostic teams particularly within the major cancer categories – breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, bladder cancer and colorectal cancer – as well as a team for metastasis reporting. The department also operates a gynaecological unit, skin cancer unit and an ear, nose and throat unit.

We at the department place emphasis on inter-disciplinary collaboration, and we operate a well-developed apparatus for conferences, including video conferencing.

The department is also taking a keen interest in the development of digital pathology.

General information about the department:

Description of the department
The department handles assignments in the field of pathological anatomy for the four hospitals that make up the Hospital of Southern Jutland. It also deals with the programme for cervical cancer checks.

The department is sub-specialised.

The department has a well-functioning laboratory.

The department performs liquid-based cytology, including immunocytochemistry.

The department runs a molecular pathology laboratory, which performs routine diagnostic RNA and DNA tests and also takes on research assignments as an obligation.

The department presents excellent opportunities for research.

The normal staffing of the department comprises one clinic manager, four consultants – to be expanded through the addition of a further 1–2 specialists – one resident and one first-year resident.

The histo/cyto laboratory also comprises 14.5 bioanalyst positions, one departmental bioanalyst and one student bioanalyst.

In addition, the staff includes four secretaries and one porter.

The institute is currently based in Sønderborg, but will be based in the new hospital scheduled to open in Aabenraa in 2019.
Assignments include
The department handles all assignments in the field of basic pathology. Applicants are requested to list areas of interest – redistribution of assignments may be possible.

We expect that you
Are committed and willing to enter into an equal working relationship with your colleagues and other staff.

We offer
Employment in a well-functioning department distinguished by good inter-collegial relationships and strong interaction with the other staff of the department and the clinical departments at the hospital.

Wages in Denmark are high and employment conditions are based on the applicable collective bargaining agreement.

Working hours will generally not exceed 37 hours per week.

Continued education with the possibility to visit necessary congresses and courses

Sønderborg is a romantic city set in a delightful location on the boards of Baltic See. It is an excellent place for all kinds of leisure activities including sailing, angling and a variety of other sports and pastimes.

The hospital is associated to The University of Southern Denmark.

There will be offered intensive Danish course and the possibility of integration of the whole family.

The Hospital of Southern Jutland can help you find a place to live.

The German border at Flensburg is only 25 km away. The big city Hamburg is reached with 2 hours drive by car. The beautiful cities of the Baltic See are just outside the doorstep and the Nordic See is a 2 hours trip away.

Additional information
Available on request from Consultant Bjarne Nielsen, Acting Head of Clinic. Call +45 7418 2625 or (mobile) +45 2133 7908. E-mail: Bjarne.Nielsen@shs.regionsyddanmark.dk

Applications
Send your application to: Lek@workindenmark.dk; Telephone +45 72 22 33 51